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We propose an adaptive video transmission scheme to achieve unequal error protection in a closed loop multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) system for wavelet-based video coding. In this scheme, visual entropy is employed as a video quality metric in
agreement with the human visual system (HVS), and the associated visual weight is used to obtain a set of optimal powers in
the MIMO system for maximizing the visual quality of the reconstructed video. For ease of cross-layer optimization, the video
sequence is divided into several streams, and the visual importance of each stream is quantified using the visual weight. Moreover,
an adaptive load balance control, named equal termination scheduling (ETS), is proposed to improve the throughput of visually
important data with higher priority. An optimal solution for power allocation is derived as a closed form using a Lagrangian
relaxation method. In the simulation results, a highly improved visual quality is demonstrated in the reconstructed video via the
cross-layer approach by means of visual entropy.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The ongoing broadband wireless networks have attractive
advantages for providing a variety of multimedia streaming
applications while guaranteeing the quality of service (QoS)
for mobile users.
Nevertheless, many limitations for adapting the magnificent growth of multimedia traﬃc into expensive and
capacity-limited wireless channels continue to exist. The
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system is capable of
increasing channel throughput drastically by using multiple
transmit and multiple receive antennas [1, 2]. Since the
MIMO channel is composed of multiple parallel subchannels
with diﬀerent quality, more eﬃcient radio resource management can be developed by exploiting such diﬀerent channel
characteristics. If higher and lower quality subchannels are
used for more and less important data, respectively, from the
perspective of cross-layer optimization, a better performance
could be expected.
Some recent papers have highlighted issues of cross-layer
optimization for achieving a better quality of source over a
capacity-limited wireless channel [3–7]. If source-dependent
information exchanges across the top and bottom protocol

layers are used, more improved performance can be obtained
even if the exchanges may not be available in traditional
layered architectures in [3].
The authors in [4] presented a high-level framework
for resource-distortion optimization, that jointly considered
factors across the network layer, including source coding,
channel resource allocation, and error concealment. In [5], a
framework of cross-layer design for supporting delay critical
traﬃc over ad-hoc wireless networks was proposed and its
benefits for video streaming were analyzed. In [7], a modified
moving picture experts group (MPEG)-4 coding scheme was
employed for progressive data transmission by controlling
the number of subcarriers over a multicarrier system.
Besides, the authors in [8–15] exploited joint transmission
and coding schemes over MIMO systems using not only
the layered coding, but also the multiple description coding
(MDC). In [8], an unequal power allocation scheme for
transmission of joint photographic experts group (JPEG)
compressed images employing spatial multiplexing was
proposed, so a significant image quality improvement was
achieved compared to other schemes. Similarly, in [9],
the unequal spatial diversity scheme was proposed for
providing unequal error protection, which was based on
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(a) PSNR = 22.3 Visual entropy =
8538.0

(b) PSNR = 23.6 Visual entropy =
10490.0

(c) PSNR = 25.1 Visual entropy =
11812.5

(d) PSNR = 22.2 Visual entropy =
4911.2

(e) PSNR = 23.6 Visual entropy =
5232.2

(f) PSNR = 25.7 Visual entropy =
6386.6

Figure 1: Quality assessment using PSNR versus visual entropy.

the combined use of turbo codes and space-time codes. It
could also provide a reduction in average transmission time
and a image quality improvement compared with no spatial
diversity, but the criteria was not suggested. Authors in [10]
presented the gains arising from transmitting MDC over
spatial multiplexing (SM) systems. Authors in [11] showed
that the layered coding might outperform MDC under
certain conditions when an error-free environment or an
environment with a very low-error rate can be guaranteed for
the base layer. Nevertheless, it is presented that MDC can be
one of the realistic MIMO transmission scenarios as good as
the layered coding can in [12]. Authors in [13] observed that
the general water-filling power allocation, while optimizing
the capacity of MIMO singular value decomposition (SVD)
system, may not be optimal for video.
From the perspective of cross-layer optimization, the
major drawback in the previous research is the lack of the
specific criteria defining the importance of each information
bit. Moreover, the heuristic algorithm without the use of
a mathematical proof is only presented. In order to adapt
a bulky multimedia traﬃc to a capacity-limited wireless
channel, it is necessary to generate layered video bitstreams
and then to transmit more visually important data to higher
quality subchannels and vice versa. Even if it is easy to
conceive such idea, the main issue is how the radio resource
control can be conducted based on which criterion. The
most widely used quality criterion peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) does not characterize the quality of the visual
data perfectly. Figure 1 illustrates the defect in the PSNR
value. Even though, the PSNR values shown in Figures

1(a), 1(b), and 1(c) are approximately the same as those
shown in Figures 1(d), 1(e), and 1(f), respectively, the visual
qualities for them are significantly diﬀerent because the
PSNR criterion cannot determine where distortion comes
from. Therefore, the PSNR as a quality assessment does
not accurately represent visual quality. However, the PSNR
is known as the dominant quality assessment because, in
spite of this defect, no clear quality criterion exists as an
alternative. Therefore, the current technical limitation lies
in the lack of quality criteria for evaluating the performance
gain attained by the cross-layer approach.
In agreement with the human visual system (HVS), we
recently defined “visual entropy” as the expected number
of bits required to represent image information over the
human visual coordinates [16, 17]. Stemming from this, a
new quality metric, termed the FPSNR (Foveal PSNR) was
defined, and the video coding algorithms were optimized by
means of the quality criterion [18, 19]. The main attractive
advantage of visual entropy lies in quantifying the visual gain
as a concrete quantity such as bit.
In this paper, we explore a theoretical approach to crosslayer optimization between multimedia and wireless network
layers by means of a quality criterion termed “visual entropy”
for the closed-loop downlink MIMO system, using a wavelet
coding algorithm. We propose an eﬃcient unequal power
allocation scheme for improving visual quality as well as for
maintaining a QoS requirement. The proposed framework
does not involve a redesign of existing protocols, but rather
adapts existing standards seamlessly with simple configuration for multimedia transmission over the MIMO system.
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Figure 2: Block diagram for the rate control-based closed-loop MIMO system: transmitter and receiver.

From the perspective of the HVS, an optimal power
allocation set is determined for delivering the maximal visual
entropy by utilizing Lagrangian relaxation. As a result, the
power level associated with each subband is determined
according to the layer of wavelet domain for maximizing
visual throughput, which leads to a better visual quality by
the numerical and simulation results.
In addition, due to channel variations, transmissions
using diﬀerent antennas may experience diﬀerent packet loss
rates using the optimal receiver. In this case, the greater
visual quality can be obtained by transmitting the more
important data via the best quality channel. Therefore, it is
necessary to measure the amount of visual information for
each bitstream and then to load the bitstream to a suitable
antenna path according to the amount. To quantify the
visual importance, visual entropy is introduced. Based on
this value, the video data with a more important information
is transmitted over a high-quality channel and vice versa.
Besides, an adaptive load balance control scheme named
equal termination scheduling (ETS) is proposed to give
a privilege for high-priority data by avoiding inevitable
channel errors over an error-prone channel.
2.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND ASSUMPTION

error-prone wireless channels [20]. Common approaches
for the UEP are based on forward error correction (FEC)
[21] or modulation scheme, such as hierarchical quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) [22]. In [23], a UEP scheme
based on subcarrier allocations in a multicarrier system is
also proposed.
In this work, we propose the new UEP technique
based on the HVS using the unequal power allocation
and exploit the diﬀerence in visual importance of each bit
stream by means of visual entropy using unequal power
allocation among multiple antennas. To achieve this main
goal, a wavelet-based video coding is used to encode the
video sequence into multiple bitstreams with diﬀerent visual
contents. For example, in the two-layer video, the base
layer with a high weight carries more important visual
information as an independently decodable expression with
acceptable quality, but the enhancement layer with a low
weight carries additional detailed visual information for
quality improvement. In addition, the video coder based
on the wavelet transform has the desirable property of
generating naturally-layered bitstreams, which are composed
of low- and high-frequency components. Therefore, the UEP
provides stronger protection to the layer, which contains the
important visual information.

2.1. The background area

2.2.

Generally, the video sequence is coded into a single or
multiple bitstreams according to the coding architecture,
which is composed of diﬀerent codewords including diﬀerent
degrees of importance. It is quite noticeable that each
codeword contains diﬀerent visual information so that the
bitstream with diﬀerent importance can be treated diﬀerently
for provisioning higher quality services. In other words, the
loss of important data may result in a severe degradation
of the decoded video quality. In contrast, the loss of less
important data may be tolerable. Therefore, it is necessary
to provide better protection to important data, which is the
basic idea of unequal error protection (UEP).
Essentially, the UEP method implicates the distribution
of errors in order that more important data can experience
fewer bit errors without demanding extra resource consumption. It has been widely demonstrated that the UEP is
an eﬃcient method in delivering error sensitive video over

Figure 2 depicts the block diagram of the MIMO system
with MT and MR antennas at the transmitter and receiver,
respectively. In addition, we assume spatially multiplexing
transmission in which MT independent data streams are sent
from each transmit antenna.
Using a progressive wavelet video encoder, for example,
set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) or embedded
block coding with optimized truncation (EBCOT), each layer
can be constructed by scanning wavelet coeﬃcients [24, 25].
In this case, each coeﬃcient has a diﬀerent visual importance
according to the associated spatial and frequency weight.
After obtaining the sum of the visual weights for each layer,
the value can be included in the header. In terms of the
weighted value, it is assumed that the communication system
can recognize the importance of each layer.
It is assumed that the source data is divided into several
independent layers by using the spatial demultiplexer as

At the transmitter side
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shown in Figure 2. These layers are subsequently coded,
modulated separately, and then transmitted simultaneously
on the same frequency. The coding, modulation, and
transmit power of each layer are subject to the capacity
maximization according the feedback information and the
visual information which each layer contains, as depicted
in Figure 2. In this paper, the optimization for the maximal
capacity experienced over the wireless channel is obtained by
using the Shannon capacity. Since the Shannon capacity is a
theoretical upper bound aﬀorded by using communication
techniques, such as the automatic repeat-request (ARQ),
forward error correction (FEC), and modulation schemes,
it is assumed that the proposed system employs the best
ARQ, FEC, and modulation schemes. We assume that a
combination of coding and modulation at each antenna is
the same. The only diﬀerence is the level of allocated power
at each transmit antenna. If any power is not allocated to the
kth antenna, the kth antenna is not used for transmission.
The power allocation under the total transmit power
constraint is one of the roles in the preprocessing stage. It
divides the streams into nonoverlapping blocks. The power
optimization algorithm then runs on each of these blocks
independently with respect to the amount of the visual
information. The detail in the optimization procedure will
be discussed later. Thus, an optimal power level is allocated
to each block by taking into account the visual weight for
transmitting data as much as possible from the visual quality
point of view.
2.3. The channel model
For numerical analysis, let pk be the allocated power to the
kth transmit antenna. The signal vector to be sent from
the transmitter is expressed as x = [x1 , . . . , xMT ]T , with
 T
E[xxH ] = diag(p1 , p2 , . . . , pMT ) subject to M
i pi = P, where
P is the total transmit power. The channel response between
the transmitter and the receiver is represented by an MR × MT
MIMO channel matrix as
⎛

⎞

h11 · · · h1MT
.. ⎟
..
⎟
.
. ⎠,
hMR 1 · · · h MR MT

⎜ .
H=⎜
⎝ ..

(1)

where hmn (1 ≤ m ≤ MR , 1 ≤ n ≤ MT ) is modeled
as a complex Gaussian variable with zero-mean and unit
variance representing the channel response between the nth
transmit antenna and the mth receive antenna. A spatially
uncorrelated channel model is assumed to be used in this
paper.
Accordingly, the MR × 1 received signal vector is then
y = Hx + n,

(2)

where n denotes the MR × 1 independent and identically
distributed zero-mean circularly symmetric complex gaussian (ZMCSCG) noise vector with the covariance matrix
E[nnH ] = No IMR [26–28]. The received signal vector, y, is
then sent to the linear receiver.

2.4.

At the receiver side

At the receiver, we assume that the channel is perfectly
estimated for the closed-loop MIMO system. Here, three
alternative receiver schemes are considered: singular value
decomposition (SVD) detection, zero-forcing (ZF) detection, and minimum mean square error (MMSE) detection
[29]. For ease of analysis, it is assumed that the most
powerful channel estimation technique is used. Based on
the information at the receiver, the estimated channel value
needed to determine the allocated power is then feedback
to adjust the corresponding transmission parameters as
mentioned before. Authors in [14] showed that a delay in
feeding the channel status information(CSI) back to the
transmitter causes severe degradation in the performance
of SVD systems, and the eﬀect from this was quantified in
[15]. Since this eﬀect is beyond the scope in this paper, it is
assumed that there is neither delay nor error in the feedback
channel.
The channel is modeled as a complex Gaussian random
variable with zero-mean and unity variance, which is also
assumed to be flat fading and quasistatic so that the channel
remains constant over the transmission during the execution
for the power allocation after the feedback information.
It is also assumed to use the optimal channel realization
technique for ease of analysis.
After detecting the symbol and deciding the bits at
each antenna, the raw data bitstream is then passed to the
multiplexing block. The block converts these MR bitstreams
into serial streams corresponding to the number of transmit
antennas. Finally, the multiplexer combines those streams
into a single received bitstream.
2.5.

The definition of visual entropy

To measure the visual importance of each layer at the
preprocessing stage, it is necessary to decide the cross-layer
optimization constraint or criterion. Here, a normalized
weight will be adopted as the criterion to quantify the visual
importance of each layer. In [16, 17], we defined “visual
entropy” as the expected number of bits required to represent
image information mapped over human visual coordinates.
The visual entropy in [17] is written as
t
t
Hd a[m] = wm
log2 σm + log2 2e2 , (3)
Hdw a[m] = wm

where m is the index of wavelet coeﬃcients, a[m] is a
random variable of coeﬃcient with the index m, Hd (a[m])
t is the visual weight, and σ
is the entropy of a[m], wm
m
is the variance when a[m] has a Laplacian distribution.
Since Hd (a[m]) is the minimum number of bits needed
to represent a[m], the visual entropy can be expressed as
a weighted version of Hd (a[m]) associated with the visual
t .
weight wm
t is characterized by using two visual
The visual weight wm
s , and the other
components: one for the spatial domain wm
f
for the frequency domain wm as shown in Figure 3.
According to the wavelet decomposition in Figure 3(a),
the levels of the weights are presented in Figures 3(b), 3(c),
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The low frequency coeﬃcient

The high frequency coeﬃcient
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: (a) Wavelet decomposition, (b) the weight of the spatial domain, (c) the weight of the frequency domain, and (d) the total weight
wavelet domain. The brightness in the figures represents the level of visual importance.

and 3(d), respectively. When spatial visual information such
as a region of interest, an object or objects, the nonuniform
sampling process of the human eye can be utilized to obtain
s over the spatial domain. In addition, the human visual
wm
f
sensitivity can be characterized by wm over the frequency
domain by measuring the contrast sensitivity of the human
eye [30]. Based on this measurement, the total weight over
t = w f ·w s . In the
the two domains can be obtained by wm
m
m
layered video coding based on the frequency band division
without the use of foveation, the weight of each layer
t = w f . In the region-based, object-based, or
becomes wm
m
foveation-based video coding without the use of the layered
t = w s . In the hybrid video
structure, the weight becomes wm
m
coding based on an object-based layered mechanism, the
weight over the spatial and frequency domains needs to be
t = w f ·w s The details
taken into account. In this case, wm
m
m
f
s are discussed in [17].
about wm and wm
Since the entropy H(a[m]) is a constant value, the sum
of visual entropy for M coeﬃcients yields
M −1

M −1

H w a[m] = M ·H a[m]
m=0

m=0
t

t
wm

(4)

= M ·H a[m] ·w = Cw ,

where Cw is the sum of the delivered visual entropies for each
coeﬃcients. The details are described in [17].
Since the HVS is insensitive for distortions in the fastmoving region to a considerable extent, some considerations
can be applied to the visual weight for an“I-frame” or a
“P-frame,” respectively, according to the temporal activity
of video, which is computed as the mean value of motion
vectors in the frame. Authors in [31] proposed a quality
metric for video quality assessment using the amplitude of
motion vectors and evaluated it in accordance with a subjective quality assessment method such as double-stimulus
continuous quality scale (DSCQS) and single-stimulus continuous quality evaluation (SSCQE) [32]. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider the temporal extent using motion
vectors for obtaining visual entropy for the video sequence.
The temporal activity of the ith frame TAi is, then, defined
as
TAi = mvx,i (x, y) + mv y,i (x, y) ,

1 ≤ x ≤ W, 1 ≤ y ≤ H,
(5)

where |mvx,i (x, y)| and |mv y,i (x, y)| represent the mean
values of the horizontal and vertical components of the
motion vector at the spatial domain (x, y) in the ith frame,
and W and H are the width and height of the video sequence,
respectively.

can
Reflecting the temporal activity, the visual weight wm
be redefined as
wm

=
,
(6)
wm
2
c1 + max TAi , c2 /c3
where c1 , c2 , and c3 are constants determined by experiments
and are used by “2.5,” “5,” and “30” in [31]. For brevity, it is

is expressed by wm through this paper.
assumed that wm
2.6.

The unequal power allocation
with multiple antennas

The UEP can be implemented by utilizing the diﬀerences
in the channel quality among the multiple antennas. The
general UEP method has taken only the dynamics of the
channel situation into account, and the UEP based on the
water-filling method has been known as an optimal solution
for maximum channel throughput [8, 9]. In contrast, in
this paper, the amount of visual information is used as
the optimal value of the object function for a given power
constraint.
In the scheme, the video sequence is decoded into several
bitstreams using a layered wavelet video. Each layer includes
a diﬀerent degree of importance which is quantified by
means of visual entropy. An unequal power allocation (UPA)
algorithm may be then performed in real-time. However, in
general, intensive computation may be required to obtain an
optimal solution. To reduce the computational complexity,
we derive a closed numerical form of the optimal power for
the power allocation method.
The proposed UPA technique consists of two steps:
antenna selection based on the channel gain, and optimal
power allocation according to the visual weight in Figure 3.
The multiple antennas can be classified and ordered based
on the metric of the channel gain. To perform this antenna
selection at any instantaneous channel realization, we measure the channel for each antenna using a channel estimation.
More specifically, the antenna with the best channel gain is
labeled as the 4th antenna, and the antenna with the second
best antenna as the 3rd antenna, and so on, if MT = 4.
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Step 1) Diﬀerent priority data are stacked in a diﬀerent
priority downlink queue.
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Figure 4: A conceptual example of the ETS algorithm.

After performing the antenna selection and assignment
for diﬀerent streams, a power is then allocated to each
antenna according to the visual weight of the associated
video layer. Hence, more power can be allocated to more
important layer, resulting in a further increase in the overall
visual throughput. Therefore, the visually important data
will experience less packet errors, and vice versa.
2.7. The adaptive load control using the ETS algorithm
It is assumed that each layer consists of the packets, and the
number of packets in each layer may be diﬀerent from those
of the others. In the downlink scheduler, each layer is stacked
into the corresponding queue as the unit of the packet
according to its priority. Since the priority is determined
based on the visual importance carried in the packet so that
the packet classification is accomplished through queues in
the scheduler.
The procedure of the ETS algorithm is described in detail
as follows.
(1) Step 1: based on the visual weight, which each packet
contains, the transmission priority is determined so that it
can be stacked in the corresponding queue. In Figure 4, the
queue of Q1 has the highest priority, which contains three

packets notated A, B, and C. the priority is decreased in the
order of Q1, Q2, and Q3.
(2) Step 2: all the packets in the queues are virtually
arranged by the scheduler as if they are stacked in a single
queue as shown in Figure 4.
(3) Step 3: the arranged packets are divided by the divisor
which is the number of transmit antennas. The scheduler
then makes an index for each packet. It is assumed that
three channels are available so that the arranged packets are
divided into three subgroups.
(4) Step 4: the scheduler makes a plan for transmitting
the packets: how many packets are drawn in each queue at
each time slot. For example, the total number of packets is
6 over the three available antennas so that two-time slots
are required to transmit all the packets. In Q1, two packets
are transmitted at the first time slot and one packet is
transmitted in the second time slot. In case of Q2, no packet
is transmitted in the first time slot, and the remaining packet
is transmitted in the second time slot.
(5) Step 5: the scheduler transmits the packet from the
queue in accordance with the table obtained in step 4.
Based on the explanation of the procedure, it can be seen
that the transmit order is strictly controlled by the scheduler
based on the virtual map. The main issue is how to drop
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Figure 6: Utilizing precoder and decoder via decomposition of H
when the channel is known to both transmitter and receiver.
(b)

3.1.
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Figure 5: Tail packets are discarded regardless of their weights in
the ETS algorithm.

packets if the channel capacity is not enough to transmit all
the packets. The issue is how to deal with remaining packets
and the solution, the tail packet discarding, is proposed as
depicted in Figure 5.
For example, Figures 5(a) and 5(b) are the cases of
requiring 3 time slots with 2 antennas, and Figure 5(c) is the
case of requiring 2 time slots with 3 antennas. The remainder
occurs when the number of packets is not exactly divided
by the divisor. In such a case, the remaining packets are
discarded regardless of its visual weight, since the visual
weight of the remaining packets are relatively smaller for the
previous queueing and virtual arrangement. Thus, utilizing
the ETS algorithm, the throughput of visually important data
can be maintained while delivering the packets in the order
of arrival at the scheduler. The policy of tail packet dropping
contributes an eﬃcient use of resources for delay sensitive
but loss tolerant video traﬃc.

SVD (singular value decomposition) receiver

In [29], the eigen-mode spatial multiplexing method is
studied by performing singular value decomposition (SVD)
on the channel response matrix. Through precoding at the
transmitter and decoding at the receiver, the channel matrix
is converted into a matrix as
Σ = UH HV
⎛

λ1

⎜
⎜
⎜
=⎜
⎜ 0
⎝

0
..

0

.
λr
... 0

0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟,
⎟
⎠

(8)

MT −r × MR −r

where r ≤ min{MT , MR } is the rank of H, and λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λr
are the eigenvalues of the channel matrix HHH . Terms UH
and V are the MR ×MR and MT ×MT unitary matrices that are
used as the decoding and precoding matrices, respectively.
Therefore, (2) becomes
y = Hx + n
= UΣVH x + n.

(9)

By multiplying V and UH to x and y, (9) is transformed
into
UH y = y

3.

OPTIMAL POWER CONTROL USING
LAGRANGIAN RELAXATION

= UH HVx
 + UH n
= UH HVx
+n


In this section, a numerical analysis for cross-layer optimization is described to maximize the amount of the transmitted
data over the MIMO system. In particular, we make an eﬀort
to transmit the visual information as much as possible for a
given channel capacity. Thus, in the optimization problem,
the source rate is expressed by means of visual entropy, and
the channel capacity is calculated by Shannon theorem.
To maximize visual entropy, an optimization problem
can be formulated as follows:

H

(10)

H

= U UΣV Vx
+n

= Σx
+n
.

Figure 6 shows the schematic channel model of eigen-mode
transmission when the channel is known to the transmitter
and receiver.
Equation (10) shows that H can be explicitly decomposed
into r parallel single input single output (SISO) channels
satisfying


yk = λk xk + n

M

H w a[m] ,

(A) max
m=1

(7)

M

subject to

H a[m] ≤ C,

m=1

where H(X) is the entropy of a random variable X, H w (X)
is the visual entropy of X, m is the index of coeﬃcients,
and C is the channel capacity. This objective function for the
optimization will be more specified according to the type of
the receiver as follows.

(11)

when the transmitter knows the channel matrix.
Since UH is a unitary matrix, UH n has the same
covariance as n, and thus the postprocessing SNR for the kth
data stream is
pk
λk ,
(12)
SNRk =
No


T
where pk = E{|xk |2 }, M
k pk ≤ P, λk is 0 if k > r. pk
reflects the transmit energy in the ith subchannel and satisfies
 MT
k pk ≤ P.
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From (12), it is clear that the received SNR of each data
stream is proportional to its transmit power. Furthermore,
since the transmission rate is continuous, the optimum
strategy for power allocation is simply based on the waterfilling theory [1].
To obtain the optimum power value using SVD, (7) can
be transformed to a new problem by (12) as follows:


r
pk



wtk ·log2 1 +

(B1) max
k=1
r

MMSE (minimum mean square error) receiver

The MMSE matrix filter for extracting the received signal
into the kth component transmitted stream is given by




(13)
SINRk =



r

p k hH
k



k=1

pk ·


∂L
= 0,
∂pk

No IMR +

ν P−

pk = 0.



pk

(14)

ν ln 2

−

No
.
λk

k=1 w k

L pk , ν =



MT

wtk ·log2

wtk

pk = r

t
k=1 w k

1 + p k gk + ν P −

k=1



MT

pk ,

(25)

k=1

(16)

gk
∂L
= w tk ·
− ν ≤ 0,
∂pk
1 + pk gk ln 2

(18)

pk ·

(26)

∂L
= 0,
∂pk



ν P−

(27)



MT

pk = 0.

(28)

k=1

Using (26) and (27), the complementary slackness
condition is given by
gk
wtk ·
= ν.
(29)
1 + pk∗ gk ln 2
The optimal power is obtained by
pk∗ =





wt ·gk
1
.
−1+ k
gk
ν ln 2

(30)

Using (28) and (30),


P + MT 1/gk
1
= MTk=1 t
.
ν ln 2
k=1 w k ·gk

(20)

Substituting (21) with (20),


pk ≤ P, pk ≥ 0.

Equation (24) is also a convex problem, we can apply to the
KKT condition with respect to pk to obtain an optimal power
set. By using a Lagrangian relaxation,

(19)


P + No rk=1 1/λk
r
=
.
t

(24)

where ν is a nonnegative Lagrangian multiplier. Taking the
derivatives with respect to pk and ν, respectively, then

Substituting (17) with (19),
1
ν ln 2

k=1

(15)

In addition, the optimal values of pk and its multiplier ν are
given by
pk =

wtk ·log2 1 + pk gk ,

subject to

From (15) and (16), if power pk is allocated to the kth data
stream (i.e., pk ≥ 0), the complementary slackness condition
is then satisfied as follows:

wtk

−1

MT

(17)

λk /No
= ν.
1 + pk λk /No ln 2

(23)

MT

(B3) max

k=1

wtk ·

h k = p k gk ,

MT
where gk = hH
p h hH ) hk .
k (No IMR + i=
/k i i i
To obtain the optimum power value using the MMSE
receiver, (7) can be transformed to a new problem using (23)
as follows:



r

p i hi hH
i

k=1

where ν is a nonnegative Lagrangian multiplier. Taking the
derivatives with respect to pk and ν can be obtained as
follows:
λk /No
∂L
= w tk ·
− ν ≤ 0,
∂pk
1 + pk λk /No ln 2

(22)

−1

MT



r
pk
λk + ν P − pk ,
No
k=1

wtk ·log2 1 +

,

i=
/k

where P is a total transmit power with respect to all transmit
antennas, and wtk is the value of the visual weight in the
transmitted layer corresponding to the assigned kth transmit
antenna. The solution in (13) is an optimal power set,
{ p1 , p2 , . . . , pMT }. Because (13) is a convex problem, we can
apply to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition with
respect to pk to obtain an optimal power set which is a
globally optimum solution.
Using a Lagrangian relaxation,
L(pk , ν) =

p i hi hH
i
i=
/k

k=1



−1

MT

GMMSE = hH
k No IMR +

where hk is the kth column of H, that is, MR × 1 vector. Thus,
the SINR for the kth data stream can be expressed as

pk
λk ,
No

pk ≤ P, pk ≥ 0

subject to

3.2.

(31)

Using (30) and (31),
r

1
P + No
λ
k=1 k



No
.
−
λk

(21)

1
pk =
gk





MT
wt ·gk
1
P+
− 1 + MTk t
g
k=1 w k ·gk
k=1 k



.

(32)
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Table 1: Visual weight for each layer.
Layer 1
0.09236
0.12568

Visual weight (I-frame)
Visual weight (P-frame)

Layer 2
0.12258
0.16728

3.3. ZF (zero forcing) receiver
The zero forcing (ZF) matrix filter for extracting the received
signal into its component transmitted streams is given by
GZF = HH H

−1

HH ,

−1

HH n.

pk

SNRk =


−1 .
No HH H k,k



MT
pk

k=1

pk
−1 ,
No [HH H]k,k

(36)

MT

pk ≤ P, pk ≥ 0.

subject to

k,k



−1

1 + pk∗ /No HH H

pk∗ =

k,k

ln 2

= ν.

(41)


−1
wtk
− No HH H k,k .
ν ln 2

(42)

Substituting (40) with (42),




−1

T
H
P + No M
1
k=1 H H
=
MT t
ν ln 2
k=1 w k

k,k

.

(43)

Substituting (44) with (43), the optimal power can be
obtained by
∗

wtk

p k =  MT

t
k=1 w k



wtk ·log2 1 +

−1

The optimal value of pk∗ is given by

(35)

To obtain the optimum power value using the ZF
receiver, (7) can be transformed to a new problem using (35)
as follows:
(B2) max



1/No HH H

wtk ·

(34)

Thus, the postprocessing SNR for the kth data stream in [26–
28] can be expressed as

Layer 4
0.45107
0.45920

From (38) and (39), if pk is allocated to the kth data stream
(i.e., pk ≥ 0), the complementary slackness condition is then
satisfied as follows:

(33)

where GZF is an MT × MR pseudo-inverse matrix that simply
inverts the channel. The output of the ZF receiver is given by
GZF y = x + HH H

Layer 3
0.17951
0.24783



MT

P + No



H

−1

H H

k,k




−1
− No HH H k,k . (44)

k=1

In short, the optimal power sets for maximizing visual
entropy for the cases of SVD, MMSE, and ZF receivers are
(21), (32), and (44), respectively.

k=1

The solution of the optimization problem in (36) is
an optimal power set, { p1 , p2 , . . . , pMT } for each antenna.
Because (36) is a convex problem, we apply the KKT
condition with respect to pk to obtain an optimal power set
which is a globally optimum solution.
By using a Lagrangian relaxation,
L pk , ν =



MT

wtk ·log2
k=1





M



T
pk
1+
+
ν
P
−
pk ,
−
1
No [HH H]k,k
k=1
(37)

where ν is a nonnegative Lagrangian multiplier. Taking the
derivatives with respect to pk and ν, respectively, yields the
KKT conditions as follows:


−1

1/No HH H k,k
∂L
= w tk ·
− ν ≤ 0,

−1
∂pk
1 + pk /No HH H k,k ln 2
pk ·


ν P−

∂L
= 0,
∂pk
MT

(39)



pk = 0.
k=1

(38)

(40)

4.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the simulation, the three diﬀerent types of linear receivers
are adopted for performance comparison. First of all, the
major parameters used for the simulation are SNR: 0 dB,
the number of transmit antennas: 4, the number of receive
antennas: 4, and the total transmit power: 1. The “Lena”
(frame size −256 by 256) is used to apply the proposed
algorithm to the I-frame analysis, and the “Stefan” (frame
size −352 by 240, frame rate −15 frame/second) is used to
apply it to the P-frame analysis. The total transmit power is
normalized to analyze with ease.
We made the encoded data from the “Lena” image
using the modified SPIHT in [33]. First, after extracting the
coeﬃcients from the first sorting and refinement pass, the
visual weight of these data is obtained. Similarly, the visual
weights are calculated for the next three data extracted from
the next passes, and four layers were loaded to the transmit
antenna according to the visual weight.
In addition, the visual weight wtk for each layer or
bitstream in (4) is used for the simulation as listed in Table 1,
and the amount of visual information can be diﬀerent
according to the visual weight in Table 1 ((a) and (b)
represent the visual weight for the “Lena” and “Stefan,” resp.)
These values are consistent to the results in Figure 7.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

4

1.4

3.5

1.2
Sum of visual entropy (bits/Hz)

Sum of capacity (bits/Hz)

Figure 7: The reconstructed images without the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th layer data, from (a) to (d), respectively.

3
2.5
2
1.5
1

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0.5
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0
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MMSE

ZF

SVD

Receiver type
Proposed
Water-filling
Equal

MMSE

ZF

Receiver type
Proposed
Water-filling
Equal

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: The sum capacity versus the sum of visual entropy according to the receiver configuration.

Figure 7 represents the images reconstructed without the
1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th layer data, respectively, assuming that
the higher number layer has more important data, which will
load to an antenna with a higher number. In other words,
each subfigure represents the reconstructed data without
information as much as the visual weight, wt1 , wt2 , wt3 , and wt4 ,
respectively. Whereas the image in Figure 7(a) without the
1st information has a relatively small degradation for quality,
the image in Figure 7(d) has the poorest quality among all the
images due to the loss of the information in the 4th layer, and
this shows that the 4th layer has the most visually important
data. The quantity of this information can be calculated by
means of the visual weight.
A common channel matrix of H, the ZMCSCG channel
is used, and the uncorrelated channel is only considered in
the numerical analysis.
Figure 8 shows the sum rate of the capacity and the
total visual entropy according to the linear receiver. The
sum rate is measured by Shannon capacity theorem [26] for

the unequal power allocation scheme and by the conventional water-filling scheme. As mentioned, the general UEP
methods have used only the channel quality metric to apply
the water-filling scheme, but the proposed method achieves
a maximal visual throughput via visual entropy. Although
an absolute maximal volume of the transmitted data for
the proposed method can be lower than that of the waterfilling scheme, the proposed system can obtain greater visual
information compared to the water-filling scheme.
In addition, it can be seen in Figure 8 that the channel
throughput of the proposed scheme is greater than that
of the conventional water-filling scheme regardless of the
receiver type, but a higher visual entropy can be obtained.
Consequently, although the proposed method entails a
certain loss of transmitted bits from the Shannon capacity
point of view, the throughput gain in terms of the visual
entropy is increased up to about 20%. In other words, the
proposed technique does not obtain the maximal mutual
information compared to the water-filling algorithm for a

Allocated power: SVD receiver
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0.6
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3

4

Layer
Proposed
Water-filling
Equal
(i)

Figure 9: The amplitude of the allocated power, the number of transmit bits, and the related visual entropy according to the type of diﬀerent
receivers: (a)–(c) SVD receiver, (d)–(f) MMSE receiver, and (g)–(i) ZF receiver. The 4th layer has the highest visual weight, and the 1st layer
has the least visual weight.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: “Lena” images using (a) the proposed, (b) the water-filling, and (c) the equal power methods.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: The 2nd frame for “Stefan” using (a) the proposed, (b) the water-filling, and (c) the equal power methods.

given channel condition, but the visual QoS is significantly
enhanced from the users point of view.
Figures 9(a), 9(d), and 9(g) show optimal power sets
using (19), (42), and (30), which are the solutions of (13),
(36), and (24), respectively. In the ETS scheme, the optimal
set of power is determined according to the visual weight
carried in each packet. Although the same amount of data
is delivered over each band, each bitstream has a diﬀerent
visual information. Since the 4th layer has the most sensitive
visual information in terms of the HVS, it can be seen that
the highest power is allocated to the 4th SISO channel. The
power patterns for the rest of the layers are relatively smaller
compared to other power allocation algorithms.
The findings show that an increase in the allocated power
of the 4th layer results in an improvement in throughput
as shown in Figure 9. Since the visual weight of the layer is
the greatest compared to the other layers, it is expected that
much higher visual entropy can be delivered by using the
unequal power allocation according to the visual importance.
Figures 9(b), 9(e), and 9(h) show the number of
transmitted bits using (13), (36), and (24), respectively,
where the value of wkb is assumed to “one.” Under the given
channel environment, the UPA based on the water-filling
can transmit the more number of bits over the antenna
arrays. The proposed scheme allocates a higher power for the
4th layer, it can be seen that the throughput of the layer is
relatively lower than that of the water-filling case.
Figures 9(c), 9(f), and 9(i) show the values of visual
entropy using (13), (36), and (24), respectively. In the view

of visual entropy, it can be found that the proposed method
demonstrates the best performance. Moreover, additional
visual entropy gain can be achieved because a greater power
is allocated to the bitstream of the 4th band. The similar
tendencies can be founded regardless of the receiver type.
Even if the number of the total transmit bits for the
proposed method is lower than that of the water-filling
scheme, the throughput of visual data can be significantly
increased due to the UPA for each layer in the order of visual
entropy.
Figure 10 shows the reconstructed images using the
proposed, water-filling, and equal power methods when
the SVD transmission is employed as the linear receiver.
Due to the less throughput of visual entropy in the other
schemes, the visual quality is much degraded compared to
the proposed scheme. In case of the proposed method, even
though it does not receive any 1st or 2nd information, the
received image can have the best quality by protecting the
most important data. It can be seen that these results are,
therefore, consistent to the numerical results in Figures 8
and 9.
Figure 11 shows the reconstructed frames for “Stefan”
using the proposed, water-filling, and equal power methods
when the SVD transmission is employed as the linear
receiver. It is assumed that the previous I-frame (i.e., the 1st
frame) is transmitted with an error-free channel, and data
with respect to only the motion vector is loaded to the MIMO
antennas. These results are consistent to the previous results
as shown in Figure 10.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered the realization of UEP in the
MIMO system using the channel feedback, in which data can
be transmitted simultaneously through multiple antennas.
We proposed an eﬀective way to improve the error resilience
of compressed video based on a cross-layer approach. Due
to two-dimensional characteristics of video, that is, diﬀerent
portions of video data have diﬀerent importance, video data
can be divided in the metric of visual entropy. In this work,
we employ an image quality metric and visual entropy to
quantify the image quality. Due to channel variations and the
amount of the allocated power, transmissions on diﬀerent
antennas may experience diﬀerent packet loss rates. Thus,
to achieve the diﬀerent error distribution according to data
with diﬀerent visual weight, data with higher priority is
transmitted in order to achieve higher channel gain for lower
loss and error rate, and data with lower priority is on the
remaining channel. Meanwhile, an adaptive load balance
control scheme is proposed to give a privilege for highpriority data by passing transmission errors to data with
lower priority for avoiding inevitable channel errors over
an error-prone channel. The simulation results demonstrate
that the proposed adaptive transmission scheme achieves
significantly better performance than existing conventional
systems.
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